Pregnancy in Patients With Low Back Pain
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Introduction

Low back pain (LBP) is a common complaint in pregnant women almost 50% of pregnant women experience LBP during their pregnancy.¹ It can cause severe effects on daily life activities and even can alter the psychological status of the patients.²

LBP in pregnancy can classify into lumbar pain (LP) and Pelvic girdle pain (PGP). Walde described the differences between PGP and LP in 1962.³ LBP begins mostly between fifth and seventh month of gestational age. However, it can occur at any time.⁴ The characteristics of LBP in pregnant women is not different from the normal population. The location is under the 12th rib up to the level of the inferior gluteal fold. LBP can cause tenderness over paravertebral muscles.⁵ LBP aggravates with some posture and aggravates in prolong sitting, and it is more common in the postpartum period. It seems that it is less disabling than PGP.²

PGP is common during pregnancy and postpartum period and approximately 4 times as prevalent as LBP.⁶ It presents as deep, stabbing, unilateral or bilateral, recurrent or continuous pain, presenting between the post iliac crest and the gluteal fold, possibly radiating to the posterolateral thigh, to the knee and calf, but not to the lower extremities. PGP is more intense during pregnancy than during the postpartum period.⁵

Etiology

The primary etiology of LBP during pregnancy has not identified. However, several mechanisms have proposed. These mechanisms are mechanical, hormonal, muscular, vascular, sciatica and osteitis condensans ilii.⁵

Mechanical

In most pregnancies, about 10-12 kg weight gain expected, and the center of gravity of the body shifts forward. In order to correct it, the pelvis has to tilt forward. So it causes an increase in the natural inward curve of the lumbar region. This phenomenon increases the lengths of the paravertebral muscles, so they become weaker. Moreover, the stability of the pelvis and lower part of the body decreases.⁷-¹⁰

On the other hand, weight gain also causes extra pressure on the spine that leads to severe back pain.¹¹

Hormonal

Many pregnant women experience back pains during the first trimester of their pregnancy, so increased mechanical pressure may not be responsible. This pain may induce by a hormone called "Relaxin," which its secretion increases ten times during pregnancy. This hormone causes ligamentous laxity that reduces the stability of the pelvic region and leads to instability pain. However, the
association between circulating levels of Relaxin and LBP in pregnancy is under debate.6,7,11,13,14

**Muscular**
During pregnancy, the pressure on the pelvic floor has increased due to the increasing size of the fetus. The abdominal muscles lengths are increased to accommodate the growing baby. This reduces the power to provide stability to the pelvis.7,11,15

**Venous**
Another theory suggests that LBP during pregnancy, which worsens at night, maybe the consequence of the expanding uterus putting pressure on the vena cava causing venous congestion in the pelvis and the lumbar spine.11

**Sciatica**
Sciatica is a rather rare clinical entity of LBP during pregnancy, appearing in only 1% of women.16

**Osteitis Condensans Ilii**
Osteitis condensans ili is benign sclerosis of the ileum adjacent to the sacroiliac joint, but it does not involve sacroiliac joint. Typically it is symmetrical and bilateral. The underlying etiology is not clear, but it seems that mechanical stress across the SI joint may cause this condition. It is usually asymptomatic, but it may cause lower back pain, especially in pregnant women. In cases with refractory LBP in the postpartum period, this etiology must be considered.16

**Diagnosis**
The management of pain individualized in every case, and early diagnosis is necessary. So a good history and complete examination must be done.17

Several diagnostic tests have been developed to differentiate PGP from LBP. Posterior pelvic provocation test (PPPT) was proposed by Ostgaard et al, which performed with the patient lying in the supine position and the hip at 90 degrees of flexion. Then pressure is applied at the knee along the axis of the femur, while the pelvis stabilized at contralateral anterior iliac spine. The ipsilateral pain considered a positive result of the test. This test has a positive predictive value of 0.912. PPPT is positive in patients suffering from PGP, but it is negative in case of LP.2,3,5,18 To Differentiate PGP from LBP, Patrick-Faber test and SLRT may also help. SLRT is usually positive in LP and negative in PGP. Patrick-Faber test is vice versa.6,7

Van de Pol made a questionnaire to evaluate the ability to do normal household activities in pregnant women suffering LBP. This questionnaire indicates pregnancy mobility index.19 In order to measure disability caused by LBP, Quebec back pain disability scale can be used.11

**Risk Factors**
The most common causes of LBP in pregnancy are listed below. Pelvic trauma,20 chronic LBP, past medical history of LBP in a previous pregnancy,17 Gravity (total number of pregnancies),22 and history of LBP during menstruation.23 Also, obesity is controversial, some studies have reported obesity as a risk factor,24 while some others did not.6 It seems that excessive body weight can be a risk factor for LBP during pregnancy.

**Prevention**
An appropriate educational program focusing on good posture in daily activities in companion with exercise can be useful to prevent LBP;25 however it may be helpful on LBP, but the effects on PGP has not proven.5 Also, women should be advised to use proper seats, cushions, and beds.25

Physiotherapy exercises before pregnancy can have a positive effect on preventing LBP.26 It has proven that a 12-week training program during pregnancy is useful in the prevention of LBP, at 36 weeks of pregnancy. The pelvic tilt, backstretch, and hamstring stretch are some examples of these exercises.27

**Management**
The aims of treating LBP relies on pain management, functional improvement and preventing recurrence or converting into chronic form.5

Differentiating LP from PGP is essential for the management of LBP. Conservative management is the treatment of choice for both types of LBP in pregnancy. The basics of LBP management mentioned in Table 1.11,28

The best option for delivery in these patients is normal vaginal delivery (NVD).29

In a study performed by Rost et al, prevention of extreme maneuvers during delivery and decreasing labor time can reduce the risk of morbidity.30

Patients with PGP, symphysis dysfunction, and cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Summary of Basic Management of Back Pain in Pregnancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic Management of LP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use footstool for sitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest during day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercising like swimming or pacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid sitting for an extended time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support back at sitting position with something like a cushion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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that suffer from restricted hip movements and impaired gait, may need special attention for management.\textsuperscript{31, 32}

Patients who have extreme pain or their activities are severely limited, may benefit from induction, however induction risk is usually more than its benefits.

For assisted vaginal delivery, ventouse is favorable in a left lateral position. It is important to lift both legs passively and simultaneously into and out of lithotomy position (when necessary) and keep the legs in a pain-free range.

Cesarean section (CS) does not have any benefit for women with LBP. Jain et al reported that when the comfortable birthing position cannot achieve due to severe hip abduction and flexion restriction, CS may be unavoidable. In pregnant women with PGP, the posture of the patient is important.\textsuperscript{33}

**Epidural Analgesia**

Before performing epidural anesthesia, the pain-free limits of hip abduction and flexion should determined because, after anesthesia, these extreme movements may injure pelvic joints. If the patients are unable to flex in sitting position, they need to aligned with the side of the bed in a side-lying position and even during catheterization of the bladder.\textsuperscript{7}

**Elective Caesarean Section**

According to the existing literature on patients with PGP, CS has no preference for NVD. The rate of recurrence of PGP and LBP and their severity were not increased significantly after CS compared with NVD. However, in a patient with restricted birthing position CS may be beneficial.\textsuperscript{6}

**Management in the Postpartum Period**

Hospital stay and morbidity after NVD are more severe in patients with PGP compared to women with LBP, so they need more analgesics, Pelvic supports, and physiotherapy and they need more periods of bed rests. It should noted that breastfeeding will not slow the rate of improvement of clinical symptoms.\textsuperscript{33}

PGP usually has a benign course, and the symptoms settle in the majority of cases within the first 3 months of delivery. After 1 year, only 1%-2% of women report significant pain, especially those women who have had more severe pain and spasticity during their pregnancies.\textsuperscript{6}

**Further Pregnancies**

There is a high risk of recurrence during subsequent pregnancies but if treated early and well managed, may not be as severe.\textsuperscript{34}

There is no advantage to leaving a long gap between pregnancies, although some abdominal muscles may not have recovered by 12 months postpartum.\textsuperscript{35}

Both LBP and PGP have high rates of recurrences in repeated pregnancies. We advocate that at least one-year interval considered between subsequent deliveries. If appropriate conservative treatment and pelvic girdle straightening programs performed correctly, no further interval may be needed.\textsuperscript{36}

The Prognosis may be worse inpatient with age more than 29 years, multiparty, prolonged duration of labor, and Lack of education.\textsuperscript{37}

**Conclusion**

LBP in pregnancy is very common and decreases the quality of life and making pregnancy an awful experience in life. It may present either as axial LBP or PGP. The mainstay of treatment is accurate and early diagnosis and appropriate physical therapy. Careful measures should attempted in the curse of delivery and the postpartum period. Many of these women can safely deliver their babies with normal vaginal deliveries without serious consequences and continue to a normal and healthy life.
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